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-2.66 -4.35 -0.19 -0.24 -7% -5%

Estimates based on the intermediate assumptions of the 2016 Trustees Report Office of the Chief Actuary

Social Security Administration

October 3, 2016

Summary Measures and  Graphs

Category of Change: Level of Monthly Benefits

Present law

[percent of payroll]

Change from present law

[percent of payroll] Shortfall eliminated

Proposed Provision: B5.8. Beginning in 2021, create a Basic Minimum Benefit (BMB) within Social Security 

(i.e., the cost of the BMB would be charged as a cost to the OASI Trust Fund), with the following 

specifications:  (1) Eligibility for the BMB would be limited to OASI beneficiaries who have attained normal 

retirement age (NRA) or above.  OASI beneficiaries under NRA would not be eligible for the BMB.  (2) The 

BMB would be calculated on a household basis and split equally between members of the household.  In 

the case of a married couple, both spouses would need to claim any Social Security benefits for which they 

are eligible before they could receive the BMB.  If both spouses have claimed and one is NRA or above 

and the other has not yet attained NRA, only the half of the BMB for the spouse over NRA would be 

payable.  (3) The BMB amount for single beneficiaries would be equal to either: 1) the BMB base ($604 in 

2015) - 0.70 * current monthly OASI benefit (not including any BMB), if positive; or 2) zero.  (4) The BMB 

amount for married beneficiaries would be equal to either: 1) the BMB base ($906 in 2015) - 0.70 * total 

household monthly OASI benefits (not including any BMB), if positive; or 2) zero.  (5) The BMB bases for 

singles and couples would be updated annually for changes in the average wage index (AWI).  (6) Single 

filers with Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) over $30,000 and joint filers with AGI (including taxable SS 

benefits) over $45,000 would be subject to clawback of the BMB through the income tax system. Any BMB 

would be reduced by one dollar for every dollar of income above the thresholds.  (Thresholds, in 2015 

dollars, would be indexed to chained CPI-U.)  Clawbacks would be credited back to the OASI Trust Fund.
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